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Black Women As Cultural Readers
This book covers several distinctive moments of the post-civil
rights era; the black power period, the affirmative action
period, and the neoliberal period. It inspects representative
texts and critical approaches associated with each period,
covering a variety of authors and genres from Toni
Morrison’s mythic fiction to Wahida Clark’s street lit.
Given the ways in which spirituality functions in the work of
such Black women writers and filmmakers as Toni Morrison,
Ntozake Shange, Maya Angelou, Julie Dash, and Euzhan
Palcy, Judylyn Ryan proposes in this challenging new study
that what these women embrace in their narrative
construction and characterization is the role and responsibility
of the priestess, bearing and distributing life-force to sustain
the community of people who read and view their work.
Central to these women's vision of transformation is what
Ryan calls a paradigm of growth and an ethos of
interconnectedness, which provide interpretive models for
examining and teaching a broad range of artistic, cultural, and
social texts. The focus on theology provides a new way of
viewing the connections among New World African diaspora
religious traditions, challenging the widespread and reductive
assumption that Afro-Christianity shares no philosophical
commonalities with Santeria, Candomble ...
The last three decades of the 20th century have marked the
triumph of many black professional women against great
odds in the workplace. Despite their success, few novels
celebrate their accomplishments. Black middle-class
professional women want to see themselves realistically
portrayed by protagonists who work to achieve significant
productivity and visibility in their careers, desire stability in
their personal lives, aspire to accrue wealth, and live
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elegantly though not consumptively. The author contends that
most recent American realistic fiction fails to represent black
professional women protagonists performing their work
effectively in the workplace. Identifying the extent to which
contemporary novels satisfy the "readerly desires" of black
middle-class women readers, this book investigates why the
readership wants the texts, as well as what they prefer in the
books they buy. It also examines the technical and cultural
factors that contribute to the lack of books with selfempowered black professional female protagonists, and
considers The Salt Eaters by Toni Cade Bambara and
Waiting to Exhale by Terry McMillan, two novels that function
as significant markers in the development of contemporary
black women writers' texts.
Ethnomusicology: A Contemporary Reader is designed to
supplement a textbook for an introductory course in
ethnomusicology. It offers a cross section of the best new
writing in the field from the last 15-20 years. Many instructors
supplement textbook readings and listening assignments with
scholarly articles that provide more in-depth information on
geographic regions and topics and introduce issues that can
facilitate class or small group discussion. These sources
serve other purposes as well: they exemplify research
technique and format and serve as models for the use of
academic language, and collectively they can also illustrate
the range of ethnographic method and analytical style in the
discipline of ethnomusicology. Ethnomusicology: A
Contemporary Reader serves as a basic introduction to the
best writing in the field for students, professors, and music
professionals. It is perfect for both introductory and upper
level courses in world music.
This anthology is designed to assist teachers and students in
learning how to better understand and interpret our common
culture and everyday life. With a focus on contemporary
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media, consumer, and digital culture, this book combines
classic and original writings by both leading and rising
scholars in the field. The chapters present key theories,
concepts, and methodologies of critical cultural and media
studies, as well as cutting-edge research into new media.
Sections on teaching media/cultural studies and concrete
case studies provide practical examples that illuminate
contemporary culture, ranging from new forms of digital
media and consumer culture to artifacts from TV and film,
including Barbie and Big Macs, soap operas, Talk TV,
Facebook, and YouTube. The lively articles show that
media/cultural studies is an exciting and relevant arena, and
this text should enable students and citizens to become
informed readers and critics of their culture and society.
This book seeks to interrogate the representation of Black
women in television. Cheers explores how the increase of
Black women in media ownership and creative executive
roles (producers, showrunners, directors and writers) in the
last 30 years affected the fundamental cultural shift in Black
women’s representation on television, which in turn parallels
the political, social, economic and cultural advancements of
Black women in America from 1950 to 2016. She also
examines Black women as a diverse television audience,
discussing how they interact and respond to the constantly
evolving television representation of their image and likeness,
looking specifically at how social media is used as a tool of
audience engagement.
This companion reader to Film as Social Practicebrings
together key writings on contemporary cinema, exploring film
as a social and cultural phenomenon.
In 1920 W.E.B. Du Bois cited the damnation of women as
linked to the devaluation of motherhood. This dilemma, he
argues, had a crushing blow on Black women as they were
forced into slavery. Black womanhood, portrayed as
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hypersexual by nature, became an enduring stereotype which
did not coincide with the dignity of mother and wife. This
portrayal continues to reinforce negative stereotypes of Black
women in the media today. This book highlights how Black
women have been negatively portrayed in the media,
focusing on the export nature of media and its ability to
convey notions of Blackness to the public. It argues that
media such as rap music videos, television dramas, reality
television shows, and newscasts create and affect
expectations of Black women. Exploring the role that racism,
misogyny and media play in the representation of Black
womanhood, it provides a foundation for challenging
contemporary media’s portrayal of Black women.

A collection of essays exploring black female selfrepresentations across all media includes such authors
as Toni Morrison, Alice Walker,and Lucille Clifton.
A Black Woman Did That! spotlights vibrant, inspiring
black women whose accomplishments have changed the
world for the better. A Black Woman Did That! is a
celebration of strong, resilient, innovative, and inspiring
women of color. Through vibrant illustrations and
engaging storytelling, author Malaika Adero spotlights
well-known historical figures including Ida B. Wells,
Madam CJ Walker, Mae Jemison, and Shirley Chisholm,
as well as contemporary stars including Kamala Harris,
Stacey Abrams, Jesmyn Ward, Ava DuVernay, and Amy
Sherald. Readers will recognize some names in the
book, but will also be introduced to many important Black
women who have changed history or who are reshaping
the cultural landscape. They’ll learn: *how Barbara
Harris became the first female bishop of the Episcopal
Church *how Misty Copeland became the first Black
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principal dancer of the American Ballet Theater *how the
work and inventions of Dr. Patricia Bath have saved or
restored the eyesight of people around the world *how
Shirley Chisolm changed the face of politics in America
*how Glory Edim has turned her passion for reading into
a thriving online community *and much more! .
Much has been written about the men and women who
shaped the field of advertising, some of whom became
legends in the industry. However, the contributions of
African-American women to the advertising business
have largely been omitted from these accounts. Yet,
evidence reveals some trailblazing African-American
women who launched their careers during the 1960s
Mad Men era, and went on to achieve prominent
careers. This unique book chronicles the nature and
significance of these women’s accomplishments,
examines the opportunities and challenges they
experienced and explores how they coped with the
extensive inequities common in the advertising
profession. Using a biographical narrative approach, this
book examines the careers of these important AfricanAmerican women who not only achieved managerial
positions in major mainstream advertising agencies but
also established successful agencies bearing their own
names. Based on their words and memories, this study
reveals experiences which are intriguing, triumphant,
bittersweet and sometimes tragic. These women’s
stories comprise a vital part of the historical narrative on
women and African-Americans in advertising and will be
instructive not only to scholars of advertising and
marketing history but to future generations of advertising
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professionals.
First published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.
Black Feminist Cultural Criticism is the first
comprehensive analysis of the full range of Black
women's creative achievements. In this outsdanding
collection, writers and scholars in literature, film,
television, theatre, music, art, material culture, and other
cultural forms explicate Black women's artistry within the
context of an activist framework. The contributors are
concerned with the politics of cultural production and the
ways in which Black women have confronted institutional
and social barriers.
In this translation of Hommage a la femme noire (1988),
the authors pay tribute in essays and color images to a
group victimized by "scholarly neglect and racist
assumptions." Featured African women include
19th-20th century activists, authors, one of the first black
fashion models, and others going beyond tradition.
Published as part of a UNESCO project for the
Schomberg Center for Research in Black Culture/New
York Public Library. 9.25x12 ". The correct ISBN is given
on the dust jacket but not on the copyright page. V. 4 is
expected in spring 2004. Annotation (c)2003 Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
This study examines the Black Women's Renaissance
(BWR) - the flowering of literary talent among African
American women at the end of the 20th century. It
focuses on the historical and heritage novels of the
1980s and the vexed relationship between black cultural
nationalism and black feminism. It argues that when the
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nation seemingly fell out of fashion, black women writers
sought to re-create what Renan called "a soul, a spiritual
principle" for their ethnic group. BWR narratives,
especially those associated with womanism, appreciated
"culture bearing" mothers as cultural reproducers of the
nation and transmitters of its values. In this way, the
writers of the BWR gave rise to "matrifocal" cultural
nationalism that superseded masculine cultural
nationalism of the previous decade and made black
women, instead of black men, principal agents/carriers of
national identity. This monograph argues that even
though matrifocal nationalism empowered women,
ultimately it was a flawed project. It promoted gender and
cultural essentialism, i.e. it glorified black motherhood
and mother-daughter bonding and condemned other,
more radical models of black female subjectivity.
Moreover, the BWR, vivified by middle-class and
educated black women, turned readers' attention from
more contentious social issues, such as class mobility or
wealth redistribution. The monograph compares the
cultural nationalist novels of the 1980s with social protest
novels written by the same authors in the 1970s and
explains the rationale behind the change in their
aesthetic and political agenda. It also contrasts novels
written by womanist writers (Toni Morrison, Alice Walker,
Gloria Naylor to name just a few) and by African
Caribbean immigrant or second-generation writers
(Audre Lorde, Paule Marshall, Jamaica Kincaid and
Michelle Cliff) to show that, on the score of cultural
nationalism, the BWR was not a monolithic
phenomenon. African American and African Caribbean
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women writers collectively contributed to the flourishing
of the BWR, but they did not share the same ideas on
black identities, histories, or the question of
ethnonational belonging.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A Good
Morning America, Esquire, and Read with Marie Claire
Book Club Pick and a People Best Book of Summer
Named a Most Anticipated Book of 2021 by Time, The
Washington Post, Harper’s Bazaar, Entertainment
Weekly, Marie Claire, Bustle, BuzzFeed, Parade,
Goodreads, Fortune, and BBC ??Urgent, propulsive, and
sharp as a knife, The Other Black Girl is an electric debut
about the tension that unfurls when two young Black
women meet against the starkly white backdrop of New
York City book publishing. Twenty-six-year-old editorial
assistant Nella Rogers is tired of being the only Black
employee at Wagner Books. Fed up with the isolation
and microaggressions, she’s thrilled when Harlem-born
and bred Hazel starts working in the cubicle beside hers.
They’ve only just started comparing natural hair care
regimens, though, when a string of uncomfortable events
elevates Hazel to Office Darling, and Nella is left in the
dust. Then the notes begin to appear on Nella’s desk:
LEAVE WAGNER. NOW. It’s hard to believe Hazel is
behind these hostile messages. But as Nella starts to
spiral and obsess over the sinister forces at play, she
soon realizes that there’s a lot more at stake than just
her career. A whip-smart and dynamic thriller and sly
social commentary that is perfect for anyone who has
ever felt manipulated, threatened, or overlooked in the
workplace, The Other Black Girl will keep you on the
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edge of your seat until the very last twist.

In this first musicological history of rap music, Cheryl
L. Keyes traces the genre's history from its roots in
West African bardic traditions, the Jamaican
dancehall tradition, and African American vernacular
expressions to its permeation of the cultural
mainstream as a major tenet of hip-hop lifestyle and
culture. Rap music, according to Keyes, addresses
the political and economic disfranchisement of black
youths and other groups, fosters ethnic pride, and
displays culture values and aesthetics. Blending
popular culture with folklore and ethnomusicology,
Keyes offers a nuanced portrait of the artists,
themes, and varying styles reflective of urban life
and street consciousness. Her analysis draws on
music, lives, politics, and interests of figures ranging
from Afrika Bambaataa, the "godfather of hip-hop,"
to early artists like Grandmaster Flash, to crossover
pioneers like LL Cool J, De La Soul, and Public
Enemy, to megastars like Tupac Shakur and The
Notorious B.I.G. At the same time, Keyes delves into
the impact of the rapper-turned mogul phenomenon,
the rise of Death Row Records, and the East CoastWest Coast tensions of the Nineties.
Ultimately moves beyond these to propose a new
cultural aesthetic that aims to center black women
and their philosophies. Book jacket.
From the award-winning entrepreneur, culture
leader, and creator of the BLACK GIRLS ROCK!
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movement comes an inspiring and beautifully
designed book that pays tribute to the achievements
and contributions of black women around the world.
Fueled by the insights of women of diverse
backgrounds, including Michelle Obama, Angela
Davis, Shonda Rhimes, Misty Copeland Yara
Shahidi, and Mary J. Blige, this book is a celebration
of black women’s voices and experiences that will
become a collector’s items for generations to come.
Maxine Waters shares the personal fulfillment of
service. Moguls Cathy Hughes, Suzanne Shank, and
Serena Williams recount stories of steadfastness,
determination, diligence, dedication and the will to
win. Erykah Badu, Toshi Reagon, Mickalane
Thomas, Solange Knowles-Ferguson, and Rihanna
offer insights on creativity and how they use it to stay
in tune with their magic. Pioneering writers Rebecca
Walker, Melissa Harris-Perry, and Joan Morgan
speak on modern-day black feminist thought. Lupita
Nyong’o, Susan Taylor, and Bethann Hardison
affirm the true essence of holistic beauty. And Iyanla
Vanzant reinforces Black Girl Magic in her powerful
pledge. Through these and dozens of other
unforgettable testimonies, Black Girls Rock! is an
ode to black girl ambition, self-love, empowerment,
and healing. Pairing inspirational essays and
affirmations with lush, newly commissioned and
classic photography, Black Girls Rock!: Owning Our
Magic and Rocking Our Truth is not only a one-of-aPage 10/20
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kind celebration of the diversity, fortitude, and
spirituality of black women but also a foundational
text that will energize and empower every reader.
The Cambridge Companion to African American
Women's Literature covers a period dating back to
the eighteenth century. These specially
commissioned essays highlight the artistry,
complexity and diversity of a literary tradition that
ranges from Lucy Terry to Toni Morrison. A wide
range of topics are addressed, from the Harlem
Renaissance to the Black Arts Movement, and from
the performing arts to popular fiction. Together, the
essays provide an invaluable guide to a rich,
complex tradition of women writers in conversation
with each other as they critique American society
and influence American letters. Accessible and
vibrant, with the needs of undergraduate students in
mind, this Companion will be of great interest to
anybody who wishes to gain a deeper understanding
of this important and vital area of American literature.
2021 NAACP Image Award Nominee: Outstanding
Literary Work – Non-Fiction Honorable Mention for
the 2021 Organization of American Historians
Darlene Clark Hine Award A vibrant and empowering
history that emphasizes the perspectives and stories
of African American women to show how they
are—and have always been—instrumental in shaping
our country In centering Black women’s stories, two
award-winning historians seek both to empower
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African American women and to show their allies
that Black women’s unique ability to make their own
communities while combatting centuries of
oppression is an essential component in our
continued resistance to systemic racism and sexism.
Daina Ramey Berry and Kali Nicole Gross offer an
examination and celebration of Black womanhood,
beginning with the first African women who arrived in
what became the United States to African American
women of today. A Black Women’s History of the
United States reaches far beyond a single narrative
to showcase Black women’s lives in all their fraught
complexities. Berry and Gross prioritize many
voices: enslaved women, freedwomen, religious
leaders, artists, queer women, activists, and women
who lived outside the law. The result is a starting
point for exploring Black women’s history and a
testament to the beauty, richness, rhythm, tragedy,
heartbreak, rage, and enduring love that abounds in
the spirit of Black women in communities throughout
the nation.
There are over 519 million Black Women on the
planet Earth, give or take a dozen. There’s a Black
Woman on each of the seven continents, in almost
every country and in almost every context.mThere
are even Black Women in the space program. So no
matter where you go, she’s already been there. She
travels with forces greater than herself. Her
presence is everywhere. Black Women For
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Beginners is a documentary comic book that
chronicles the trials and triumphs of Black Women
from antiquity to the present, reflecting with wit and
humor the challenges they have faced and the
fortitude and strength that have sustained Black
Women and patterned history with a diversity of
excellence. As warriors, healers, teachers, mothers,
queens, and liberators Black Women have had
tremendous impact on issues from food to fashion,
from politics to poetry. Replete with a glossary of
reference terms, Black Women For Beginners
whimsically details the influence of stereotypes on
the portrayal of Black Women in various venues and
punctuates the absurd.
A classic work of feminist scholarship, Ain't I a
Woman has become a must-read for all those
interested in the nature of black womanhood.
Examining the impact of sexism on black women
during slavery, the devaluation of black womanhood,
black male sexism, racism among feminists, and the
black woman's involvement with feminism, hooks
attempts to move us beyond racist and sexist
assumptions. The result is nothing short of
groundbreaking, giving this book a critical place on
every feminist scholar's bookshelf.
The Persistence of Whiteness investigates the
representation and narration of race in contemporary
Hollywood cinema. Ideologies of class, ethnicity,
gender, nation and sexuality are central concerns as
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are the growth of the business of filmmaking.
Focusing on representations of Black, Asian, Jewish,
Latina/o and Native Americans identities, this
collection also shows how whiteness is a fact
everywhere in contemporary Hollywood cinema,
crossing audiences, authors, genres, studios and
styles. Bringing together essays from respected film
scholars, the collection covers a wide range of
important films, including Guess Who’s Coming to
Dinner, The Color Purple, Star Wars and The Lord of
the Rings. Essays also consider genres from the
western to blaxploitation and new black cinema;
provocative filmmakers such as Melvin Van Peebles
and Steven Spielberg and stars including Whoopi
Goldberg and Jennifer Lopez. Daniel Bernardi
provides an in-depth introduction, comprehensive
bibliography and a helpful glossary of terms, thus
providing students with an accessible and topical
collection on race and ethnicity in contemporary
cinema.
Black Women's Activism is the first book-length study of
African American women's historical romances. This book
examines romances written from 1989 to the present, and
discusses their black heroines' resistance at particular
moments in history - from the colonization movement to the
Texas oil boom. Socio-historical perspectives, a womanist
agenda, and an African-centered outlook inform the readings
of female characters in the narratives of Francine Craft, Gay
G. Gunn, Shirley Hailstock, Beverly Jenkins, and Anita
Richmond Bunkley. Broadening the scope of the historical
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romance genre, and expanding the canon of African
American literature, this book provides a more
comprehensive image of the black female character and
addresses gender issues previously unexplored in black
fiction. This text should be used by librarians, historians,
literary critics, writers, college- and graduate-level students,
teachers, and romance readers.
This reader is intended as a theoretical, analytical and
historical introduction to the study of popular culture within
cultural studies. It is divided into seven representative
sections. The first six sections each contain a selection of
readings from a particular approach to popular culture: culture
and civilisation tradition; culturalism; structuralism and poststructuralism; Marxism; feminism; and postmodernism,
providing a comprehensive overview and examples of the
main theoretical perspectives. The final section contains
readings from recent debates within the study of popular
culture. Together, these sections chart the theoretical
development of the study of popular culture within cultural
studies, and provide examples of the analysis of the texts and
practices of popular culture within each specific tradition.
Each section is introduced, edited and contextualised by John
Storey.
Black Magic Woman and Narrative Film examines the
transformation of the stereotypical 'tragic mulatto' from tragic
to empowered, as represented in independent and
mainstream cinema. The author suggests that this
transformation is through the character's journey towards
African-based religions.
Examining how nineteenth-century Black women writers
engaged radical reform, sentiment and their various
readerships
Presents the story of Celie, a poor, black woman who
overcomes a life of abuse due to the support of the females in
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her life. This edition also offers a compilation of criticism on
the characters and themes in this novel. It also features a
chronology of the author's life and notes on the contributors.
When Lieutenant Uhura took her place on the bridge of the
Starship Enterprise on Star Trek, the actress Nichelle Nichols
went where no African American woman had ever gone
before. Yet several decades passed before many other black
women began playing significant roles in speculative (i.e.,
science fiction, fantasy, and horror) film and television—a
troubling omission, given that these genres offer significant
opportunities for reinventing social constructs such as race,
gender, and class. Challenging cinema’s history of
stereotyping or erasing black women on-screen, Where No
Black Woman Has Gone Before showcases twenty-firstcentury examples that portray them as central figures of
action and agency. Writing for fans as well as scholars, Diana
Adesola Mafe looks at representations of black womanhood
and girlhood in American and British speculative film and
television, including 28 Days Later, AVP: Alien vs. Predator,
Children of Men, Beasts of the Southern Wild, Firefly, and
Doctor Who: Series 3. Each of these has a subversive black
female character in its main cast, and Mafe draws on critical
race, postcolonial, and gender theories to explore each film
and show, placing the black female characters at the center
of the analysis and demonstrating their agency. The first full
study of black female characters in speculative film and
television, Where No Black Woman Has Gone Before shows
why heroines such as Lex in AVP and Zoë in Firefly are
inspiring a generation of fans, just as Uhura did.
A pathbreaking study of African-American women's
responses to literature and film. . . . Bobo focuses on a small
group of middle-class African-American women as they
process literature (by Terry McMillan, Alice Walker) that
addresses their own experiences. . . . This work should
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command the attention of all scholars of American popular
culture. -- Choice How do black women react as an audience
to representations of themselves, and how do their patterns
of consumption differ from other groups? Interviews with
ordinary black women from many backgrounds uses novels
and films to reveal how black female audiences absorb
works. -- Midwest Book Review
"How is it that there are so many lloronas?" A haunting figure
of Mexican oral and literary traditions, La Llorona permeates
the consciousness of her folk community. From a ghost who
haunts the riverbank to a murderous mother condemned to
wander the earth after killing her own children in an act of
revenge or grief, the Weeping Woman has evolved within
Chican@ imaginations across centuries, yet no truly
comprehensive examination of her impact existed until now.
Tracing La Llorona from ancient oral tradition to her
appearance in contemporary material culture, There Was a
Woman delves into the intriguing transformations of this
provocative icon. From La Llorona's roots in legend to the
revisions of her story and her exaltation as a symbol of
resistance, Domino Renee Perez illuminates her many
permutations as seductress, hag, demon, or pitiful woman.
Perez draws on more than two hundred artifacts to provide
vivid representations of the ways in which these perceived
identities are woven from abstract notions—such as morality or
nationalism—and from concrete, often misunderstood
concepts from advertising to television and literature. The
result is a rich and intricate survey of a powerful figure who
continues to be reconfigured.

First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Tyler Perry has made over half a billion dollars
through the development of storylines about black
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women, black communities and black religion. Yet, a
text that responds to his efforts from the perspective
of these groups does not exist.
Contemporary African American and Black British
Women Writers: Narrative, Race, Ethics brings
together British and American scholars to explore
how, in texts by contemporary black women writers
in the U. S. and Britain, formal narrative techniques
express new understandings of race or stimulate
ethical thinking about race in a reader. Taken
together, the essays also demonstrate that black
women writers from both sides of the Atlantic borrow
formal structures and literary techniques from one
another to describe the workings of structural racism
in the daily lives of black subjects and to provoke
readers to think anew about race. Narratology has
only recently begun to use race as a category of
narrative theory. This collection seeks both to show
the ethical effects of narrative form on individual
readers and to foster reconceptualizations of
narrative theory that account for the workings of race
within literature and culture.
The author writes an open "love letter" the the
African-American women in his life, proclaiming his
adoration and respect for women of color in America.
100,000 first printing.
With the emergence of popular culture phenomena
such as reality television, blogging, and social
networking sites, it is important to examine the
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representation of Black women and the potential
implications of those images, messages, and roles.
Black Women and Popular Culture: The
Conversation Continues provides such a
comprehensive analysis. Using an array of
theoretical frameworks and methodologies, this
collection features cutting edge research from
scholars interested in the relationship among media,
society, perceptions, and Black women. The
uniqueness of this book is that it serves as a
compilation of “hot topics” including ABC’s
Scandal, Beyoncé’s Visual Album, and Oprah’s
Instagram page. Other themes have roots in reality
television, film, and hip hop, as well as issues of
gender politics, domestic violence, and colorism. The
discussion also extends to the presentation and
inclusion of Black women in advertising, print, and
digital media.
For 'ethnic minorities' in Britain, broadcast TV
provides powerful representations of national and
'western' culture. In Southall - which has the largest
population of 'South Asians' outside the Indian subcontinent - the VCR furnishes Hindi films, 'sacred
soaps' such as the Mahabharata, and family videos
of rites of passage, as well as mainstream American
films. Television, Ethnicity and Cultural Change
examines how TV and video are being used to
recreate cultural traditions within the 'South Asian'
diaspora, and how they are also catalysing cultural
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change in this local community. Marie Gillespie
explores how young people negotiate between the
parental and peer, local and global, national and
international contexts and culturess which traverse
their lives. Articulating their own preoccupations with
television narratives, they both reaffirm and
challenge parental traditions, formulating their own
aspirations towards cultural change. Marie
Gillespie's in-depth study offers an invaluable survey
of how cultures are shaped and changed through
people's recreative reception of the media.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning novel that tells the story
of two sisters through their correspondence. With a
new Preface by the author.
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